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About Guardian News & Media 

 

Guardian Media Group (GMG), is the owner of Guardian News & Media (GNM) which              

publishes theguardian.com and the Guardian and Observer newspapers. Wholly owned by           

The Scott Trust Ltd, which exists to secure the financial and editorial independence of the               

Guardian in perpetuity, GMG is one of the few remaining British-owned newspaper            

companies and is a successful global digital business, with operations in the USA and              

Australia and a rapidly growing audience around the world. 

 

As well as being a leading national quality newspaper, the Guardian and The Observer have               

championed a highly distinctive, open approach to publishing on the web and have sought              

global audience growth as a priority. A key consequence of this approach has been a huge                

growth in global readership, as theguardian.com has grown to become one of the world’s              

leading quality English language newspaper website in the world, with over 140 million             

monthly unique browsers. From its roots as a regional newspaper, Guardian journalism is             

now known, read and trusted across the world.  

 

Introduction 

 

GMG is a strong supporter of the BBC, its core values of public service and its contribution to                  

British public life. GMG supports the fundamentals of the BBC in its current form and a                

universal service funded through a universal levy. The media ecosystem is changing rapidly,             

with high quality journalism now being created by a wide variety of new and established               

news sources. For commercial news media organisations that have been around for            

hundreds of years, the business model that has traditionally supported the production of             

public interest journalism is under serious threat. The print advertising market continues to             

contract at a rapid rate, and digital advertising has plateaued as Google and Facebook look               

set to take more than 70% of online display advertising in the UK by 2020.   
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Relationship with commercial news  

 

In light of structural changes in the advertising market, many businesses within the news              

industry are diversifying their business models. The Guardian is diversifying through           

membership, contributions and subscription schemes, while other news sources continue to           

experiment with a range of paid and freemium models. Many commercial news            

organisations are searching for ways to remain distinctive, to connect with readers, and             

reduce their reliance on advertising to fund journalism, primarily by seeking to create a more               

direct relationship with regular readers.  

 

In an increasingly fragmented and hyper partisan world of filter bubbles and personalised             

algorithms, the BBC plays a vital role at the heart of the media ecosystem in the UK. That                  

role is recognised through the continued support for the BBC of some £4 billion of annual                
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public funding generated through the compulsory licence fee, which ensures that the BBC             

has a vast amount of guaranteed income available to it to invest in high quality public                

interest journalism. This position at the heart of the media ecosystem places a unique              

responsibility on the BBC to act in ways that reflect and acknowledge the ecosystem of news                

brands that invest in high quality journalism in the UK, and to ensure that citizens remain                

connected to, and aware of, the investment that those news brands make in journalism. This               

role is vital in an increasingly complex and disintermediated search and social digital             

ecosystem.  

 

Over the next five years, changes in the flow of advertising revenues are likely to move                

beyond the news industry to impact on commercial PSBs and the broader creative ecology in               

the UK. The BBC will be unaffected by these changes in terms of its own guaranteed revenues                 

from the UK public. Operating in this context, the BBC will have to find the right balance                 

between ensuring continued investment in high quality public service content, whilst           

resisting temptations to copy the products and services provided by commercial rivals, or             

seeking to move into areas of news - such as comment and opinion - which drive traffic to its                   

website.  

 

Finding this balance will be as much about policy decisions as it will about strict compliance                

with competition law. The BBC must leave enough room for businesses that rely on              

advertising revenue, subscriptions, philanthropy and voluntary contributions from readers,         

to fund investment in commercial public service content. The BBC must recognise that its              

remit in news is to be a news organisation of public record, not to replicate the role of the                   

commercial news sector in providing partial commentary, analysis and lifestyle journalism to            

its readers.  

 

Attribution  

 

The BBC’s central point in the ecosystem means that the BBC must also recognise the crucial                

role that it has in prominently attributing news stories according to their original source,              

across television, radio and online, where possible providing links back to the original article.              

This is vital, not just in terms of having respect for the work of the originator of that content,                   

but of ensuring that BBC viewers and listeners recognise the role that commercial news              

organisation play in terms of investment in high quality, original journalism.  

 

A failure to find this balance is likely to exacerbate structural changes in the UK creative                

economy, and further expand reliance on the BBC for local, national and international news,              

as well as cultural output in the UK. This may represent a short term win for the BBC in                   

terms of consumption of its services, but the longer term impact - including a potential lack                

of media diversity and competition to the BBC - is not in the interest of the BBC licence fee                   

payers, UK citizens, or the goal of driving long term innovation or the high quality output                

from the BBC. 

 

 

 

 



BBC complaints framework 

 

Through the recent charter review process, GMG made a number of submissions arguing             

that the BBC’s unique public funding position means that they should support and promote              

the role of news sources, other than the BBC, in creating high quality journalism in the UK.  

 

In the past few years, GMG has raised a number of issues recent years about both the BBC’s                  

commercial activities (BBC Global News Ltd), and in relation to the BBC’s partnership             

agreements with dominant digital platforms in the exclusive distribution of licence fee            

funded content (Google/YouTube distribution of 2016 Rio Olympics clips). Both of these            

issues have been raised with the fair trading team within the BBC, and then subsequently               

with the BBC Trust. None have been raised as formal complaints due, in part, to a lack of                  

faith in the formal complaints process. 

 

In both cases, the BBC’s response to GMG’s concerns was to justify why the BBC had taken                 

the course of action that it had, rather than examining or engaging the underlying concerns               

raised. In the case of BBC Global News Ltd, a subsequent independent report commissioned              

from Ernst & Young to look at transfer pricing, found serious deficiencies in how the               

commercial BBC subsidiary had been structured and run.  

 

In reforming the process in relation to complaints about the BBC’s impact on the commercial               

market, two key changes could and should have been addressed. First, the complaints             

process should have become more independent of the BBC executive, reducing the incentive             

of the complaints handlers to defend the BBC’s actions. Second, the complaints process             

should have been streamlined and rapid in order to ensure that any concerns about the               

impact of the BBC’s activities on the market could be resolved and remedied quickly. The               

combined effect of the changes to the BBC complaints framework is to achieve neither of               

these aims.  

 

The new structure of the complaints process, whereby all complaints are initially examined             

by the BBC corporate affairs team - moving the existing fair trading team even closer to                

executive power as a result - perhaps better reflects the reality of the previous complaints               

process, whereby it existed largely to defend decisions taken by the BBC executive. However,              

the structure of the revised complaints process does nothing to suggest that the BBC is               

committed to a proactive approach to its obligation to promote fair and effective competition              

in the market.  

 

The rapid resolution of complaints is essential because concerns about the impact of the              

BBC’s activities on the rest of the market are often time sensitive. One example of concerns                

raised by GMG in the recent past, was the decision by the BBC to enter into an exclusive with                   

Google/YouTube to syndicate 15 min highlight clips of action from the 2016 Olympics, and to               

announce that decision just days before the 2016 Rio Olympics began. This gave no time for                

competitors to challenge the arrangement, or to gain access to the clips provided to              

Google/YouTube. The impact of this deal, which included the creation of a bespoke             

Google/YouTube/BBC landing page when a user searched for the Rio Olympics, was to             

engage users on the bespoke Google/BBC environment, reducing the propensity of users to             
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click through to the websites of UK news publishers providing alternate coverage of the              

event. Given the dominant position of Google in the search market in the UK, and the degree                 

to which prominence on the first page of search influences click through rates , the retention               
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of users within that environment were likely to have been significant. However, in relation to               

the criteria set out in the new complaints framework requiring the submission of evidence as               

to the impact of BBC activities on the rest of the market, in relation to the                

BBC/Google/YouTube concerns, there was no evidence of the harm perpetrated by the BBC’s             

actions, as the concerns were about prospective harm in relation to an event that occurs               

every four years.  

 

This requirement for evidence of harm sits in tension with the obligation place on Ofcom to                

“step in where it is, or it may be, the case that the BBC has failed to follow our                   

requirements.” There appears to be nothing in the complaints framework that recognises            

the time critical nature of the potential distortion of the market. Again in the case of the                 

BBC/Google/YouTube concerns, by the time a first tier complaint to the BBC was resolved -               

35 working days in relation to more complex investigations - the Rio Olympics would have               

been a distant memory, with the damage to competition already done.  

 

While the addition of Ofcom as the second-tier scrutineer of complaints means that an              

organisation outside of the institutional orbit of the BBC will now look at complaints that               

proceed beyond the initial phase, the resolution of such complaints from the time of the               

initial complaint to a potential remedy, could take many months. Again this is deeply              

unsatisfactory in relation to time-sensitive complaints. 

 

Finally, for businesses that supply the BBC with programming, the structure of the new              

complaints process is particularly invidious. Putting the BBC executive in a position where it              

is the judge of complaints against it - even at a first tier stage - may discourage businesses                  

that rely on BBC contracts from raising complaints against the corporation. Again, while this              

may work in the short-term interests of the BBC, it is unclear that this is in the medium- to                   

long-term interest of efficiency, quality and propriety at the BBC.  
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